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JAMAICA.
No. 1— 1928.
[L.S.]
assent,
R . E . St u b b s ,
Governor. 
6th March, 1928.
A LAW to Continue a Certain Expiring Law.
[6th March, 1928.]
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council 
^  of Jamaica as follows:—
1— This Law may be cited as the Expiring Law Con- short Title, 
tinuance Law, 1928.
2— The Law mentioned in the Schedule to this Law shall
be continued until and including the thirty-first day of '“ Schedule. 
March, one thousand nine hundred and twenty-nine.
SCHEDULE.
The Excise Duty (Temporary Increase) Law, 1920 (Law 9 of 1920), 
with the exception of the following items:—
On all matches subject to Excise Duty under The Match Evnisp 
Duty Law, 1901, (Law 12 of 1901) and any Laws amending the
2same an additional duty after the rate of ten per cent, on such 
Excise Duty.
On all amounts payable as King’s Warehouse fees under the 
Wharfage Law, 1895, (Law 15 of 1895) a surtax after the rate of 
ten per cent, of such fees.
[No. 1.] The Expiring Lav Continuance Law, 1928.
JAMAICA.
No. 2— 1928.
I assent,
[L.S.]
R. E. Stubbs, 
Governor. 
6th March, 1928.
The Public Utilities Protection Law, 1928.
[6th March, 1928.]
T>E it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council 
of Jamaica as follows:—
1— This Law may be cited as the Public Utilities short Title. 
Protection Law, 1928.
2— Any person who shall trespass upon or in any manner offenoes. 
meddle, interfere or tamper with the works or any part 
thereof used in connection with any public utility shall be 
guilty of an offence under this Law unless he shall prove
that his act of trespass, meddling, interference or tampering 
was done under the express authority of the Licensee or 
owners of the public utility in question, or was in pursuance 
of a License duly issued to him under any Law for the time 
being in force and on summary conviction before a Resident
2 [No. 2.] The Public Utilities Protection Law, 1928.
Definitions.
Magistrate shall be liable to be imprisoned with or without 
hard labour for any term not exceeding one year.
3— In this Law the expression “  the works”  shall include 
any cable, wire, line, pole, pipe, main, plant, machinery, 
apparatus, dam, reservoir, tank or equipment and all or 
any matters and things erected or used in any manner 
for the purposes of or in connection with any public utility; 
and the expression “  public utility” shall include any electric 
light, tramway, telephone, telegraph, gas, water, cable, 
or wireless service, system, or undertaking and any other 
service, system, or undertaking which the Governor in 
Privy Council may from time to time declare to be a public 
utility for the purposes of this Law.
JAMAICA.
No. 3— 1928.
[L.S.]
I assent,
R. E. Stu b b s , 
Governor.
6th March, 1928.
A LAW to continue and amend the Jamaica Hotels Law, 1904,
(Law 15 of 1904).
[6th March, 1928. ]
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council, 
of Jamaica, as follows:—
1— This Law may be cited as the Jamaica Hotels Law short Title. 
1928.
2— Law 15 of 1904 entitled the Jamaica Hotels Law Re-enactment of 
1904 (save and except section 9 thereof,) as amended by Uw 15 °*1901 
section 1 (b) of the Jamaica Hotels Law, 1904, Amendment
Law, 1907 (Law 10 of 1907) is hereby re-enacted and shall 
be continued until the thirtieth day of June, one thousand 
nine hundred and thirty.
3— For the purpose of enabling the Governor to grant Amendment of 
an Import License under the said Law 15 of 1904, section ls o fm
2 thereof as last amended by section 3 of Law 1 of 1926* 
entitled “  A Law to continue and amend the Jamaica 
Hotels Law, 1904" is hereby further amended by sub­
stituting the figures “  1930” for the figures “  1928."
2 [No. 3.] The Jamaica Hotels Law, 1928.
JAMAICA.
No. 4— 1928.
JL.SJ
I assent.
R. E. Stubbs, 
Governor. 
6th March, 1928.
A LAW to validate the coming into operation of certain Laws 
enacted since the coming into operation of the Interpretation 
Law, 1926, and to validate all proceedings taken and Acts done 
and Rules or Orders made or issued under all] or any o f 
such Laws and particularly to validate certain proceedings taken 
and acts done under the Spirit License Law, 1928.
[6th March, 1928.)
WHEREAS it is enacted by section 4 of the Preamble.Interpretation Law, 1926 (Law 26 of 1926) 
which came into operation on the 11th day of April,
1927, as follows :—-
“4— (1) In the case of every Law which shall 
hereafter be passed in this Island, the 
Governor shall, on receiving an official intima­
tion that the Law has been duly assented to, 
or on assenting thereto, as the case may be, 
cause a notification of the assent having been 
given to be published in the Gazette.
(2) Every Law shall, unless it is therein otherwise 
expressly provided, come into force on the day 
of the publication of the notice mentioned in 
the last preceding sub-section.
(3) The date of the day upon which a Law shall 
come into force, whether under and according 
to the provisions of this section, or according to 
the express provisions contained in such Law, 
shall be written or printed on the original of 
the Law and on the copies thereof in some 
convenient place near to the top or heading o f 
the same.
And whereas doubts have arisen as to whether the 
- provisions of the said section have been fully carried 
out with respect to the Laws which have been enacted 
subsequent to the coming into operation of the said 
L a w :
And whereas it is enacted by section 13 o f the Spirit 
License Law 1927 (Law 38 o f 1927) that Licensing 
Sessions for dealing with applications for certain 
licenses under that Law shall be held twice namely, 
on the second Thursday in the months o f March and 
September in every year and that the holding o f any 
such Session shall be notified by the Clerk by public 
advertisement in the Jamaica Gazette at least one 
month before the day of the Session:
And whereas doubts have arisen as to whether the 
provisions of the said section o f the Spirit License Law 
aforesaid have been fully carried out:
And whereas it is necessary to remove all such 
doubts and to validate all such Laws which have been 
so enacted subsequently and all proceedings taken and 
acts done, and Rules or Orders made or issued here­
under as if all the provisions of the said section had 
been fully carried o u t :
[No. 4.] The Validation of Publication and Coming k • . } - »:
into Operation Law, 1928.
3Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative 
■Council of Jamaica as follow s: —
1__This Law may be cited as the Validation o f Titia.’
Publication and Coming into Operation Law, 1928.
2—Notwithstanding anything to the contrary con- validating 
tained in the Interpretation Law 1926 (Law 26 o f 1926) 
all Laws which have been enacted subsequent to the 
coming into operation of the said Law are hereby 
declared to have been validly enacted and brought into 
operation on the respective days on which assent was 
given thereto and to be as good, valid, and effectual to 
all intents and purposes whatsoever as if all the 
requirements of the Interpretation Law, 1926 (Law 26 
o f 1926), had been strictly observed and followed in the 
case of all or any of such Law s; and all proceedings 
and acts taken and done prior to the coming into 
operation of this Law under any of the said Laws and 
all Rules or Orders made or issued under any of the 
said Laws are hereby declared to have been validly 
taken and done enacted and made and to be as good, 
valid and effectual to all intents and purposes whatso­
ever as if all the requirements of the Interpretation 
Law, 1926 (Law 26 of 1926) had been strictly observed 
and followed.
3—Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained Va&iity of 
in the Spirit License Law (Law 38 of 1927) and particu- 
larly in Section 13 thereof all notices of the holding of 192B- 
Licensing Sessions for the second Thursday in March 
this year in each parish advertised in the Jamaica Gazette 
of the 9th day of February this year are hereby declared 
to be good, valid and effectual notices for the purposes of 
the said Law and it is hereby further declared that any 
such Sessions to be held on the second Thursday in March 
aforesaid shall be good, effectual and validly held Sessions 
to all intents and purposes whatsoever as if all the 
requirements of the Spirit License Law (Law 38 of 1927) 
had been strictly observed and followed.
The Validation of Publication and Coming [No. 4.]
into Operation Law, 1928.

JAMAICA.
No. 5 -1928.
I assent,
|L.S.]
R. E. Stubbs, 
Governor.
7th March, 1928.
The Jamaica Co-operative Marketing Association Protection Law, 1928.
[1th March, 1928.]
B E it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of Jamaica as follows:—
1—This Law may be cited as the Jamaica Co-operative short Title. 
Marketing Association Protection Law, 1928.
2— In this Law, except where the context requires a interpretation, 
different construction,
“ Co-operative Association" means and includes the 
Jamaica Banana Producers Association Limited and also 
any Society registered under the Industrial and Provident 
Societies Law, 1902, and any company incorporated under 
the Companies Law having as its principal object the 
co-operative marketing of any commodity grown or manu­
factured in the Island of Jamaica.
Members Fines 
ana Penalties.
Liability of third 
fift ie s .
“  Co-operative Marketing Contract”  means and includes 
any contract entered into with the Jamaica Banana 
Producers Association Limited before or after the coming 
into operation of this Law and also any contract entered 
into with any other co-operative association to deliver to 
or sell through the Jamaica Banana Producers Association 
Limited or any other co-operative association or in accord­
ance with their directions any commodity grown or 
manufactured in the Island of Jamaica and not expressed 
to be made so as to exclude the provisions of this Law.
3— All co-operative associations shall have the power to 
provide under their Articles of Association or rules and 
regulations as the case may be and/or under any co-operative 
marketing contract for the payment by its members of 
fines and penalties and/or specific or ascertainable sums of 
money by way of liquidated damages for any infringement 
of its rules and regulations or for any breach of a co-operatve 
marketing contract or any term thereof and may further 
provide that the party found guilty of any breach of any 
co-operative marketing contract or of any term thereof 
shall pay all costs expenses and fees in case any action in 
respect of such breach is brought by the co-operative 
association.
4—  Every person or company having knowledge or notice 
of the existence of a co-operative marketing contract who 
solicits or persuades or aids or abets any person to sell 
or deliver any agricultural or manufactured product 
otherwise than in accordance with the terms of such 
co-operative marketing contract or buys from or accepts 
or receives for sale or for auction or for display for sale any 
agricultural or manufactured product delivered by any 
such contracting person otherwise than in accordance 
with the terms of such co-operative marketing contract 
shall be’ liable . on' summary conviction by a Resident 
Magistrate to^a penalty to be recovered summarily of 
£100 for the first offence and in default of paymenti’ to 
imprisonment "with or without hard labour for a period 
not exceeding sixty days and £200 for any subsequent 
offence and in default of payment such person or in the 
case of a company the manager or agent in Jamaica of
[No. 5.] The Jamaica Co-operative Marketing Association
Protection Law, 1928.
(No. 5.J 3
such company shall be liable to imprisonment with or 
without hard labour for a period not exceeding six months 
and on every conviction of any person or company for any 
offence under this section such person or company shall 
in addition be liable to pay to such co-operative association 
double the local market price at the date of the offence of 
the product dealt with as aforesaid in breach of the co­
operative marketing contract and in respect of which such 
conviction shall be entered which said value shall be 
determined and declared by the Resident Magistrate on 
conviction and the said amount when declared by the 
Resident Magistrate shall be deemed to be a judgment 
debt and shall be enforced as a judgment of the Court and 
the jurisdiction of the Resident Magistrate under this 
section shall not in any way be limited by the jurisdiction 
prescribed by the Resident Magistrate’s Law (Law 28 of 
1904) or any amendment thereof or any Law passed in sub­
stitution therefor. In the event of any person or persons 
absent from Jamaica or any company not registered in 
Jamaica becoming liable to pay the value determined and 
declared by a Resident Magistrate as aforesaid the said 
judgment shall be entered and enforceable against the 
manager.
5—For the purpose of the foregoing section the Resident Jurisdiotion- 
Magistrate having jurisdiction shall be the Resident Magis­
trate for the parish where the offence shall be committed 
or where the person or company committing the offence 
shall reside or have his or their principal place of business 
or agency in Jamaica.
The Jamaica Co-operative Marketing Association
Protection Law, 1928.
6—In the event of any breach or threatened breach of frjupotion and 
any provision of a co-operative marketing contract by a forma^T’ 
member of any co-operative association such association 
shall be entitled to an injunction to restrain such member 
his agents and servants from selling or delivering the 
agricultural or manufactured product otherwise than in 
accordance with the co-operative marketing contract and 
to a dedree for specific performance of the said co-operative 
marketing contract by such* member. Pending the 
adjudication of any action brought by any co-operative
association under this section and upon ex parte application 
to the Supreme Court or to any Resident Magistrate’s 
Court having jurisdiction in the matter and upon evidence 
by affidavit of the breach or threatened breach and upon 
the giving of such undertaking or security as may be 
approved of by such Court or Judge the co-operative 
association shall be entitled to an interim injunction 
restraining such breach or threatened breach.
Contracts to 7 — The covenants and obligations imposed by a co- 
and charge on operative marketing contract on any member of a co­
operative association shall run with the lands mentioned 
in such co-operative marketing contract so as to be binding 
on all assignees and transferees whomsoever of the said 
lands. The said co-operative marketing contract shall 
(without prejudice to any claim for taxes or rates general 
or parochial) create in favour of such co-operative assoc­
iation a charge upon all crops and agricultural or manu­
factured products mentioned therein and growing or to be 1 
grown on or produced from such lands to secure the due 
marketing of the same in accordance ‘with the terms of the j 
co-operative marketing contract and such charge shall be 
a preferential charge upon the said crops and agricultural 
and manufactured products: Provided nevertheless that the 
directors of such co-operative association may if the j 
interests of the said association in their discretion warrant 
their so doing (with the consent of the Governor for the 
time being of the Island of Jamaica if any debt of the 
association owing to or guaranteed by the Government of 
Jamaica remain unpaid) release the said lands from the 
covenants and obligations contained in the co-operative 
marketing contract and from the charge hereby created: 
Provided however that such charge if created by a lessee or 
tenant for years or tenant for life shall not enure for a 
greater estate than that of such lessee or tenant for years I 
or tenant for life. Every such charge shall be valid against 
all successors in title and subsequent assignees, transferees, 1 
mortgagees encumbrancers and purchasers of said lands 
and against all trustees in bankruptcy, trustees uruder any 
deed of assignment for the; benefit of creditors, bailiffs or 
other officer executing apy civil process and execution 
creditors: Provided however that no such charge shall have
4 [No. 5.] The Jamaica Co-operative Marketing Association
Protection Law, 1928.
priority over or affect any mortgage duly recorded or 
registered prior to the recording or lodging at the Office 
of Titles as hereinafter provided of the certificate in relation 
to the said co-operative marketing contract.
8— Upon the transfer or conveyance (other than a 
transfer or conveyance by a mortgagee under his power of 
sale whose mortgage has priority over a co-operative 
marketing contract) of any lands subject to a co-operative 
marketing contract such transfer or conveyance shall, 
subject to the provisions of section 7 of this Law, be deemed 
to operate also as a like transfer or assignment of the said 
co-operative marketing contract and the person taking 
under such transfer or conveyance of the said lands shall 
be entitled to and shall become the transferee of all shares 
in the co-operative association which may have been issued 
in respect of the co-operative marketing contract relating 
to the said lands.
9— Any trustee or trustees and also any director or 
directors or other person charged with the management 
of a company or society or building society and any com­
mittee of a lunatic and any tenant for life and any person 
having the powers of a tenant for life under the Settled 
Land Law may enter into concur in or consent to any 
co-operative marketing contract in respect of any crops 
and agricultural or manufactured products on any lands 
and such contract shall be valid to all intents and purposes 
and be binding upon all cestuique trust, successors in 
jnterest and all persons in any way having interest in the 
said lands.
10—  It shall be lawful for any trustee or trustees and 
also any director or directors or other person charged with 
the management of a company or society or building 
society and any committee of a lunatic to invest moneys 
on the security of lands notwithstanding that the said 
lands be subject to any co-operative marketing contract 
and it shall be lawful for any of the said persons being 
interested as mortgagees of any lands to concur in or consent 
to anv co-ODerative marketing contract in relation thereto
No. 5.] The Jamaica Co-operative Marketing Association
Protection Law, 1928.
Devolution of 
shares on trans­
fer of land.
Power of 
Trustees and 
Director.
Trustees and 
Directors 
authorised to 
invest on lands 
subject to 
contracts.
or to the crops and agricultural and manufactured products 
thereon and therefrom; nor shall any dealings by any of the 
aforesaid persons in any lands subject to any co-operative 
marketing contract be deemed a breach of trust by reason 
only of the existence of the said co-operative marketing 
contract.
stamp Duty, &c. 11— A stamp duty of sixpence shall be paid on each
original co-operative marketing contract and such stamp 
duty shall be in lieu of all other stamp duties, record fees, 
Office of Titles fees and caveat fees that would otherwise 
be payable in respect of any co-operative marketing 
contract.
Recording. 12— It shall notjbe necessary to record at the Record
Office of Jamaica any co-operative marketing contract 
but (except in the case of lands under the operation of the 
Registration of Titles Laws) a certificate signed by the 
chairman or one director and the secretary of any co­
operative association in the form and to the effect of the 
schedule hereto annexed shall be recorded in the Record 
Office within three calendar months of the date when the 
said co-operative marketing contract shall come into force 
and such recording shall be deemed notice to all persons 
of such co-operative marketing contract and shall also 
be as effective for all purposes as if the said co-operative 
marketing contract itself had been fully recorded.
Registered lands. 13—Where lands affected by any co-operative marketing
contract are under the operation of the Registration of 
Titles Laws upon a certificate as aforesaid being lodged 
at the Office of Titles the Registrar of Titles shall clause a 
caveat to be entered forbidding the registration of any 
person as transferee or proprietor of and of any instrument 
affecting the lands affected by the said co-operative 
marketing contract until after notice of the intended 
registration or dealing be given to the co-operative 
association and the lodging of the said certificate at the 
Office of Titles shall be deemed notice to all persons of 
such co-operative marketing contract and shall also be as 
effective for all purposes as if the said co-operative 
marketing contract itself had been duly registered.
6 [No. 5.) The Jamaica Co-operative Marketing Association
Protection Law, 1928.
[No. 5.] The Jamaica Co-operative Marketing Association
Protection Law, 1928.
7
14— No co-operative association shall be deemed to be 
guilty of conspiracy or combination in restraint of trade 
nor shall any co-operative marketing contract or any 
agreement or contract authorised by the rules of any 
co-operative association be considered illegal or in restraint 
of trade nor shall any co-operative association be deemed 
to be a trade union.
15— Every co-operative association shall keep at its 
registered office a register of all its co-operative marketing 
contracts which shall contain the common form of marketing 
contract and the name and address of each contractor, 
all property affected by the contract of which the co­
operative association has notice, the parish or parishes 
where situate, the crops and acreage affected, the date of 
the contract and the date when contract became operative. 
Such register shall subject to such reasonable restrictions 
as the directors of the co-operative association may from 
time to time impose be open to the inspection of any person 
between the hours of eleven a.m. and twelve noon of 
the clock on each day when the office of the association 
is open to business on the payment by him of six pence 
for each inspection not exceeding fifteen minutes. If such 
inspection is refused the co-operative association shall 
incur for each refusal a penalty of £2 and every director 
and manager of a co-operative association who shall 
knowingly authorise or permit such refusal shall incur the 
like penalty.
SCHEDULE.
Form op Certificate.
We the undersigned being the Chairman (or Director) and the 
Secretary of (here state the registered name of the association) do 
hereby certify that a co-operative marketing contract has been entered 
into between the association herein named and the party or parties 
and according to the particulars hereunder appearing.
Restraint of 
Trade.
Register to Le 
kept and to be 
open to 
inspection.
[No. 5.] The Jamaica Co-operative Marketing Association
Protection Law, 1928.
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JAMAICA.
No. 6— 1928.
I assent,
[L.S.]
R . E. St u b b s ,
Governor.
7th March, 1928.
A LAW in Aid of the Jamaica Banana Producers Association Limited*
[1th March, 1928.]
T^THEREAS it is desirable to foster the objects of the 
"  "  Jamaica Banana Producers Association Limited a 
Company-formed under the Laws of this Island for the 
marketing of bananas grown in Jamaica on a Co-operative 
basis, and to ensure the provision of funds required for 
its efficient working.
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council 
of Jamaica as follows:—
1— This Law may be cited as the Jamaica Banana short Title. 
Producers Association Limited Debenture Law, 1928.
2— The Jamaica Banana Producers Association Limited Authority to 
(hereafter referred to as “  the Association” ) may issue HCerttaT8 
Debentures or Certificates under this Law for all or any
of the purposes herein defined. Such Debentures or 
Certificates shall bear interest at a rate not exceeding five
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per cent, per annum and be redeemable within five years 
provided always that the aggregate amount of Debentures 
or Certificates issued under this Law shall not exceed 
£200,000 in value.
3— Every Debenture and Certificate to be issued under 
the provisions of this Law shall be countersigned under 
the authority of the Governor by the Treasurer of the 
Island and upon such counter-signature being effected the 
principal and interest of the Debentures and Certificates 
so countersigned shall be guaranteed by the general 
revenues and assets of the Colony and shall be paid by 
the Treasurer or by the Crown Agents as they become 
due in the same manner as the principal and interest of 
Island Debentures are usually paid. The Interest on the 
Debentures and Certificates shall be paid half-yearly.
4— The proceeds of all Debentures and Certificates 
issued under this Law shall be applied exclusively for one 
or more of the following purposes—
(a) In payment in whole or in part of any liability of 
the Association incurred' for the building or 
purchase of ships acquired by the Association in 
whole or in part for the purpose of transporting 
bananas to the markets of the United Kingdom 
and Europe.
(b) By way of security or guarantee for the due 
performance by the Association of its liability under 
any charter of ships hired for the transportation 
of bananas from Jamaica to the United Kingdom 
and/or Europe.
(c) to provide wholly or partially the capital of any 
Company promoted by the Association whose 
primary object is to market the bananas of the 
Association in the United Kingdom and Ireland. 
Provided that such Company guarantees a 
minimum price of 2s. per payable bunch for all 
bananas shipped by the Association to the United 
Kingdom and Europe.
In te r e st  and  R ed em ptio n  F u n d .
5— A fund shall be constituted and maintained as here­
inafter provided for the payment of interest and redemp­
tion of the Debentures or Certificates issued under this 
Law. All sums not required for interest on the 
Debentures or Certificates deposited in the Treasury as 
hereinafter provided shall be annually carried to the 
Redemption Fund. The said fund is herein spoken of as 
the Redemption Fund.
The Association shall, on each shipment of bananas 
controlled by them and produced by the members of the 
Association which shall be shipped from Jamaica either 
to the markets of the United States, Canada, Great 
Britain or Europe, either by or on behalf of the Association, 
or by any person, firm or company to whom the 
Association may have sold such bananas prior to such 
shipment, deposit in the Treasury a sum equivalent to 
two pence in respect of every payable bunch of bananas 
so shipped, and such sums shall be and are specially 
pledged first for the payment of interest on the Debentures 
or Certificates issued under this Law, and thereafter to 
the repayment thereof by means of a Redemption Fund 
hereinbefore constituted.
6— The persons for the time being holding the several 
offices of Colonial Secretary, Treasurer and Auditor 
General are hereby appointed Trustees of the Redemption 
Fund constituted by this Law. The Trustees shall at the 
close of each financial year publish in the Gazette a full 
statement showing the amount of contribution to the said 
fund. The Trustees shall from time to time invest the 
said fund in such manner as the Governor may direct and 
shall also from time to time with the like direction realise 
and/or vary the investments. It shall likewise be 
lawful for the said Trustees in any year with the sanction 
of the Governor to apply any of the Said fund in the 
purchase of Debentures or Certificates issued under this 
Law from such of the holders as are willing to sell.
R ed em ptio n  o f  D e b e n tu r e s .
Y—So soon as the Redemption Fund shall amount to the 
capital sum of the Debentures issued but not earlier than
The Jamaica Banana Producers Association Limited [No. 6.]
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four years from the passing of this Law the Trustees shall 
by notice in the Jamaica Gazette and in a daily newspaper 
published in Kingston fix a day not less than six months- 
from the date of such notice on which all the Debentures 
or Certificates issued under this Law shall be redeemed.
8—  On the day so appointed the Treasurer or the Crown 
Agents shall on demand pay to the holders of Debentures 
or Certificates the principal moneys secured by the 
Debentures or Certificates with all interest payable thereon 
up to that day. From and after the day appointed for 
the repayment of the Debentures or Certificates all 
interest on the principal moneys thereby secured shall 
cease and determine whether repayment of the principal 
has or has not been demanded.
9—  Upon the repayment of the principal moneys- 
secured by any Debenture or Certificate such Debenture 
or Certificate with any coupons thereunto belonging shall 
be delivered up to the Crown Agents or to the Treasurer 
and shall be forthwith cancelled.
Id—No money applied in redemption of a Debenture 
or Certificate shall be re-borrowed and no Debenture or 
Certificate shall be issued in respect of or in substitution 
for any cancelled Debenture or Certificate.
11— So long as any Debentures or Certificates issued by 
the Association under this Law and guaranteed by the 
Government shall remain unredeemed the Governor shall 
have a floating lien or charge on all the property and 
assets of the Association.
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JAMAICA.
No. 7— 1928.
I assent,
[L.S.]
R. E . Stubbs,
Governor.
19th March, 1928.
A LAW further to amend the Income Tax Law, 1919
24 of 1919.)
[ 19th March, 1928.]
n E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council 
”  of Jamaica as follows:—
1— This Law may be cited as the Income Tax further Short Title- 
Amendment Law, 1928, and shall be read and construed
as one with the Income Tax Law, 1919 (Law 24 of 1919) 
hereinafter referred to as the principal Law and any 
Laws amending the same.
2— Section 12 of the principal Law is hereby amended Law
by adding the following sub-section thereto amended.
(g) The Official emoluments of the Officer Ad­
ministering the Government of the Island for 
the time being.
' S A t *  &  T i . ’u

JAMAICA.
No. 8— 1928.
I assent,
[L.S.]
R. E. Stubbs, 
Governor.
19th March, 1928.
A LAW to amend the Marine Board Law, 1903 (Law 36 of 1903).
[19th March, 1928.]
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council 
of Jamaica as follows:—
1— This Law may be cited as the Marine Board Law, Short Title. 
Amendment Law, 1928, and shall be read and construed
as one with the Marine Board Law, 1903 (Law 36 of 1903) 
hereinafter referred to as the principal Law and any Laws 
amending the same.
2— The term “  Home Trade Ship”  in section 63 of the New definition of 
principal Law as amended by section 3 of Law 16 of 1904 ship.”
is hereby repealed and the following term substituted 
therefor:—
"  Home Trade Ship”  includes every vessel having 
a local Marine Board Certificate enabling her to 
trade within the following limits:—
2 [No. 8.]
North—The parallel of Latitude 28 degrees. 
North.
East—The meridian of Longitude 58 
degrees West.
South—The parallel of Latitude 6 degrees 
30 minutes North.
West—The Atlantic and Caribbean Coast 
of the mainland of America between 
the parallels of Latitude 6 degrees 30 
minutes North and 28 degrees North,
The Marine Board Law, Amendment Law, 1928.
JAMAICA.
No. 9— 1928.
I assent,
[L.S.]
R . E . Stubbs,
Governor.
19th March, 1928.
The Loss of British Nationality and Status Law.
[19th March, 1928.]
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council 
^  of Jamaica as follows:—
1— This Law may be cited as the Loss of British Short Title. 
Nationality and Status Law, 1928.
2— Any person who prior to the commencement of this Loss of British 
Law having obtained local naturalisation as a British NatIona,Ity 
subject under the provisions of the local Act 35, Charles
II, chapter 3, which has been repealed by the Repeal 
(for purpose of Revised Edition) Law, 1926, (Law 39 of 
1926) when in any Foreign State and not under disability, 
has obtained or does obtain a certificate of naturalisation 
or by any other voluntary informal act becomes or shall 
become. naturalised therein, shall thenceforth be deemed 
to have ceased to be a British subject,

JAMAICA.
No. 10— 1928.
fL.S.|
I assent,
R . E. Stubbs,
Governor.
31st March, 1928.
A LAW to repeal Law 26 of 1914 entitled A Law to provide for the 
apportionment between General Revenue and Parochial Funds of 
Certain Expenses incurred in connection with the care of 
Lunatics.
[31si March, 1928.]
BE it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of Jamaica as follows:—
1—This Law may be cited as the Expenses of Lunatics short Title. 
Law, Repeal Law, 1928.
2—The Expenses of Lunatics Law, 1914, (Law 26 of Repeal- 
1914) is hereby repealed.

JAMAICA.
No. 11-1928.
I assent.
|L.S.|
R. E. Subbs,
Governor.
3rd April, 1928.
A LAW to amend the Dangerous Drugs Law, 1924. 
[3rd April, 1928.]
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council 
of Jamaica as follows:—
1— This Law may be cited as the Dangerous Drugs short Title 
Amendment Law, 1928, and shall be read and construed
as one with The Dangerous Drugs Law, 1924, (Law 40 
of 1924) hereinafter referred to as the principal Law.
2— Subject to the obtaining of a license before importation
any opium, morphine, heroin or similar drug which is dealings in 
imported from a place from which such opium, morphine, oplum*ete* 
heroin, or similar drug may by Law of that place legally 
be exported, under a through bill of lading for any place 
into which the opium, morphine, heroin or similar drug 
may by the Law of that place legally be imported, may be 
imported into the Colony, and may be exported to such
2 [No. 11.] The Dangerous Drugs Amendment Law, 1928.
place provided that the following conditions are complied 
with:—
(a) The ship on which such opium, morphine, heroin 
or similar drug is imported shall proceed direct 
and forthwith to an approved port, and shall 
forthwith enter such port.
(b) Full particulars as to the description, weight, 
consignors, consignees and destination of the 
opium, morphine, heroin or similar drug and as 
to the marks and numbers of the cases in 
which it is contained shall appear in the manifest 
of the said ship.
(c) There shall accompany the opium, morphine, 
heroin or similar drug an export certificate,; 
to be issued by the country of export, and such 
export certificate shall contain the same 
particulars as are set out in the last preceding] 
sub-section.
(d) The presence of the opium, morphine, heroin 
or similar drug on board the said ship shall be 
reported in writing to the Superintending 
Medical Officer by the Master of the said ship 
within four hours after the arrival of the ship 
in the approved port: Provided that if the 
office of the Superintending Medical Officer is 
not open for the four hours immediately after! 
the arrival of the ship in the approved port, or 
if the approved port to which the ship has 
proceeded is a port other than the port of 
Kingston, the report may be made to the] 
Inspector of Police in charge of the parish in] 
which the approved port is situate, who shall] 
at the earliest opportunity notify the Superin­
tending Medical Officer.
(e) The opium, morphine, heroin or similar drug 
shall not be:—
(i) removed from the ship on which it was 
imported; or
(ii) in any way removed in the Colony 
after the removal from such ship; or
(iii) exported,
\except under and in accordance with a removal 
or export license issued by the Superintending 
Medical Officer.
(f) The chest, box, case or package containing the
opium, morphine, heroin or similar drug shall 
be imported and shall, while in the Colony, be 
maintained unopened and unbroken, unless it 
is opened or broken during or for the purposes 
of some search authorised by the principal 
Law.
(g) A certificate in the form in the Schedule to this 
Law shall accompany the opium, morphine, 
heroin or similar drug on the said ship and shall 
be' produced to the Superintending Medical 
Officer at least four hours before the opium, 
morphine, heroin or similar drug is exported.
(h) The opium, morphine, heroin or similar drug, 
shall be exported with all reasonable expedition.
(i) The ship on which the opium, morphine, heroin
or similar drug is exported shall on leaving the 
approved port proceed direct and forthwith 
out of the waters of the Colony.
(j) The exportation of the opium, morphine, heroin
or similar drug shall be reported in writing to 
the Superintending Medical Officer by the 
owner, charterer, or agent of the ship within 
forty-eight hours after the departure out of the 
waters of the Colony of the ship on which the 
opium, morphine, heroin or similar drug is 
exported.
3—No export license shall be issued by the Superintending Production of 
Medical Officer under sub-section (e) of section 2 until Superintending 
there shall be produced to him the certificate required by §f|f|iLufST 
sub-section (g) of section 2 hereof and no such export export Ucenae- 
license shall be issued until the Superintending Medical 
Officer is satisfied that such certificate is genuine and 
relates to the opium, morphine, heroin or similar drug to 
be exported and has not been obtained by any mis­
representation.
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4—All opium, morphine, heroin or similar drug imported 
into this Colony under the provisions of section 2 hereof 
shall be exported only to the country shewn in the export 
license which accompanies such opium, morphine, heroin 
or similar drug: Provided however that the opium, 
morphine, heroin or similar drug may be diverted under 
the following conditions:—
(1) The place to which the opium, morphine, heroin, 
or similar drug is to be diverted is a place into 
which the said opium, morphine, heroin or 
similar drug may, by Law of that place, be 
legally imported.
(2) There shall be produced to the Superintending 
Medical Officer a certificate hereafter called a 
Diversion Certificate, granted by the original 
country of import.
(3) Such Diversion Certificate shall in respect o f 
such opium, morphine, heroin or similar drug 
contain:—
(a) A sufficient description thereof.
(b) The name of the original country o f 
export.
(c) A statement that it is not to be exported 
to the country named in the export 
license.
(d) The name of the country to which it 
is to be diverted.
(4) Such Diversion Certificate is to be produced 
to the Superintending Medical Officer at the 
same time as the certificate required by sub­
section (g) of section 2 hereof is produced to 
him.
5—Any person offending against the provisions of the 
three preceding sections and the Master of any ship 
offending against the provisions of sub-sections (a) and 
(i) .of section 2 hereof shall be guilty of an offence against 
this Law.
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6— Any opium, morphine, heroin or similar drug 
imported into this Colony under the provisions of section 
2 hereof and which is not exported within the space of 
three months from the date of such importation shall be 
destroyed by order of the Superintending Medical Officer.
7— Sub-section (1) of section 20 of the principal Law is 
hereby repealed and the following sub-section substituted 
therefor:—
“  (1) Any person—
(a) who acts in contravention of, or fails to 
comply with, any regulation made under 
this Law; or
(b) who acts in contravention of, or fails to 
comply with, the conditions of any license 
issued or authority granted under or in 
pursuance of this Law; or
(c) who for the purpose of obtaining, whether 
for himself or for any other person, the 
issue, grant, or renewal of any such license 
or authority as aforesaid, makes any dec­
laration or statement which is false in any 
particular, or knowingly utters, produces 
or makes use of any such declaration or 
statement or any document containing the 
same; or
(d) who in Jamaica aids, abets, consents or 
procures the commission in any place 
outside Jamaica of any offence punishable 
under the provisions of any corresponding 
Law in force in that place or does any act 
preparatory to or in furtherance of any 
act which if committed in Jamaica would 
constitute an offence against this Law, 
shall be guilty of an offence against this Law.”
8— The words “  any books or documents”  shall be 
substituted for the words “  any books”  in sub-section (1) 
section 15 and the words “  any such books, stocks, drugs 
or documents”  shall be substituted for the words “  any 
such books or stocks”  in sub-section (2) of that section of 
the principal Law.
Condi tions 
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imported opium, 
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destroyed.
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Definition of 
term 11 import.” 9— In this Law and in any Law incorporated therewith 
or amending the same the term “ import”  shall be deemed 
to include the bringing of any goods herein mentioned 
within the territorial waters of the Colony, whether such 
goods are discharged from the importing vessel or not.
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SCHEDULE.
I hereby certify that the Ministry o f.....................................................
being the Ministry charged with the administration of the Law relating 
to which the International Opium Convention of ( >)]
applies, has approved the importation by 
(a ).....................................  .................... g ................................................ .
of (b)
from (c ).......................... ................................................................................
subject to the following conditions
(d ). —  —  •. . . .  • • ■ • ......................................
and is satisfied that the consignment proposed to be imported is 
required:—
(1) For legitimate purposes.
(2) Solely for medicinal or scientific purposes.
Signed on behalf of the Ministry o f......................
(Signature) .................................
(Official rank).................................
(D ate)..................................................................
JAMAICA.
No. 12— 1928.
I assent,
[L.S.]
R. E. St u b b s ,
Governor.
21st April, 1928.
A LAW in aid of the Canada—West Indies Hotels Company
Limited.
[21sf April, 1928.]
WHEREAS The Canada—West Indies Hotels Com- Prounw*.pany Limited a Corporation duly incorporated 
under the laws of the Dominion of Canada and having 
its Head Office in the City of Montreal intends to erect 
an hotel or hotels in this Island and has authorised an 
issue of guaranteed five per cent. Thirty Year Gold 
debentures of an aggregate principal amount of £40,000, 
and has requested the Government of Jamaica to 
guarantee the payment of the principal and interest of 
such debentures and in consideration of such guarantee 
has agreed to execute in favour of the Government of 
this Island a mortgage over the lands and hereditaments 
described in the Schedule to this Law:
And whereas it is desirable to foster the objects of the 
Canada—West Indies Hotels Company Limited and to 
give the said guarantee for the consideration aforesaid:
Short Title.
Interpretation.
Powers o f 
Governor under 
certain condi­
tions.
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council 
of Jamaica as follows:—
1— This Law may be cited as the Canada—West Indies 
Hotels Company Limited .Debenture Law 1928.
2— In this Law unless the context requires a different 
construction “  the Company ”  means the Canada—West 
Indies Hotels Company Limited.
3—  (1) Subject to the conditions hereinafter set out, 
the Governor is hereby empowered :—
(a) To guarantee to the holders thereof the payment 
of the principal of the Thirty Year Gold 
debentures issued or to be issued by the Com­
pany to an aggregate amount not exceeding 
forty thousand pounds and also interest thereon 
payable half yearly at a rate not exceeding 
five pounds per centum per annum.
(b) To authorise the Colonial Secretary to execute 
on behalf of the Government an agreement 
between the Company and the Government in 
such form and containing such provisions for the 
erection and maintenance and equipment by the 
Company of an hotel on the lands described in 
the Schedule to this Law and/or such other pro­
visions as the Governor in Privy Council may 
determine to make binding and effective the 
guarantee hereinbefore empowered to be given 
and the several obligations of the parties 
thereto.
(c) To authorise the Colonial Secretary on behalf 
of the Government to execute upon each one 
of the said Thirty Year Gold debentures from 
time to time issued by the Company to the 
aggregate amount not exceeding forty thousand 
pounds a guarantee in such form and containing 
such provisions as the Governor and the 
Company may determine unconditionally guar­
anteeing payment of the principal and interest 
of any such debentures according to the tenor
[No. 12.] The Canada— West Indies Hotels Company Limited
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3thereof and of the interest coupons appertaining 
thereto.
(d) In accordance with the terms and provisions of 
any agreement so executed and guarantee so 
given and as and when any obligation may 
arise thereunder to make payment of any 
principal sum or interest due upon any such 
debenture or interest coupon appertaining thereto 
to authorise the Treasurer to pay out of the 
Treasury such sum or sums of money due to 
be paid.
The conditions hereinbefore referred to are the 
following :—
(i) The Company shall execute to the Colonial
Secretary on behalf of the Government a mortgage 
of the lands and hereditaments described in the 
Schedule to this Law together with the buildings 
structures, fixtures and appurtenances to be 
erected thereon and all the furniture, equipment 
and personal effects to be used and employed 
therein for securing repayment to the Govern­
ment of any sums of money which the Govern­
ment may at any time be called upon to pay 
under the guarantee hereinbefore mentioned.
(ii) The Company shall make proper provision to the 
satisfaction of the Governor in Privy Council for 
the creation and maintenance of an Interest and 
Redemption Fund for payment of the interest on 
and redemption of the debentures to be guaranteed 
by the Government;
(2-}-Any sums of money payable under the guarantee 
hereinbefore mentioned shall be guaranteed by the general 
revenue and assets of the Colony.
The Canada— West Indies Hotels Company Limited [No. 12.]
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All those two parcels of land formerly part of Constant Spring Hotel 
situate in the parish of Saint Andrew, the one containing twenty-four 
acres two roods and thirty perches and the other containing fifty-three 
acres, together seventy-seven acres two roods and thirty perches and 
butting and delineated as appears by the diagram of the said lands 
annexed to the Certificate of Title thereof registered at Volume 49, 
Folio 88 of the Register Book of Titles Subject to the incumbrances 
referred to in favour (1) The West India Electric Company, Limited 
to run its lines and cars (2) A lease to the Colonial Secretary of a small 
parcel for 99 years (3) A lease of a small parcel to E. J. Wortley.
[No. 12.] The Canada— West Indies Hotels Company Limited
Debenture Law 1928.
JAMAICA.
No. 13— 1928.
|L.S.]
I assent.
R. E. Stubbs,
Governor.
21st April, 1928.
A LAW to bring the office of Water Foreman for the Parish of 
Manchester within the provisions of the Parochial Officers Retiring 
Allowance Laws.
[21sf April, 1928.]
117  HE REAS deductions have been made by the Parochial Preamble- 
’  * Board of the parish of Manchester from the salary 
of the present holder of the office of Water Foreman for the 
said parish from the first day of April one thousand nine 
hundred and twenty-five under the provisions of The 
Parochial Officers Retiring Allowance Laws 1912 and 1924 
(Laws 25 of 1912 and 26 of 1924) although such office has not 
been declared under section 2 (1) of Law 26 of 1924 by 
the Governor to be an office the holder of which shall 
be a Parochial Officer.
And whereas it is deemed advisable that such office 
should be so declared from the first day of April one 
thousand nine hundred and twenty-five:
2Start IWe.
Validity of 
declaration of
offioa.
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council 
of Jamaica as follows:—
1— This Law may be cited as the Water Foreman’s 
Parochial Officer Manchester Retiring Allowance Law, 
1928.
2— Notwithstanding anything contained in the Parochial 
Officers Retiring Allowance Laws 1912 and 1924, the 
declaration by the Governor that the office of Water Fore­
man under the Parochial Board of the parish of Manchester 
shall be an office the holder of which shall be a Parochial 
Officer shall be a good and valid declaration to all intents 
and purposes whatsoever as if such declaration had been 
made on or before the first day of April one thousand nine 
hundred and twenty-five, and all deductions made by the 
said Parochial Board from the salary of the person holding 
the office of Water Foreman in the said parish made prior 
to such declaration and to the coming into operation of 
this Law are hereby declared to have been validly made 
as if all the requirements of the Parochial Officers Retiring 
Allowance Laws, 1912 and 1924, had been strictly observed 
and followed.
[No. 13.] The Water Foreman’s Parochial Officer Manchester
Retiring Allowance Law, 1928.
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I assent,
[L.S.]
R. E. Stubbs,
Governor.
4th May, 1928.
The Appropriation Law, 1928-1929.
[4th May, 1928.]
WHEREAS of the amount of two million forty-five Preamble.thousand four hundred pounds required for the 
service of the Civil Government of this Island and for 
other purposes, for the Financial Year to end 31st day 
of March, one thousand nine hundred and twenty-nine# 
the sum of five hundred and twenty-three thousand six 
hundred and thirty-three pounds has been provided 
for by Law, and it is now requisite to make a further 
provision of one million five hundred and twenty-one 
thousand seven hundred and sixty-seven pounds:
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council 
of Jamaica, as follows:—
1—The Treasurer of the Island shall on the warrant Amount
. , ,  authorised foroi the Governor, pay a sum not exceeding in the financial year 
aggregate one million five hundred and twenty-one m5 , i® . 
thousand seven hundred and sixty-seven pounds for
2defraying the several charges and expenses of the Civil 
Government of this Island, and for other purposes, for 
the Financial Year to end on the 31st day of March, 
one thousand nine hundred and twenty-nine set forth 
in the Schedule to this Law annexed.
[No. 14.] The Appropriation Law, 1928-1929.
SCHEDULE.
£
Charges of Debt .. 522
Pensions 7,443
Pensions of Widows and Orphans .. 50
Governor and Staff 2,442
Privy Council 62
Legislative Council 3,089
Colonial Secretariat .. 8,854
Lands Department .. 7,063
Audit Department 6,169
Public Treasury 6,580
Currency Commissioners 1,905
Government Savings Bank .. 8,000
Clerks of Parochial Boards .. 150
Collector General’s Department .. 80,787
Posh Office 95,314
Supreme Court 2,194
Law Officers 3,317
Kingston Court 1,943
Resident Magistrates’ Courts .. 16,392
Administrator General’s Office .. 6,028
Medical:—
General Administration .. 40,080
Hospitals and lepers’ Home .. 66,021
Lunatic Asylum 25,726
Constabulary 185,521
Prisons .. _ ■ • 52,427
Industrial School, Stony Hill .. 8,618
Education .. 175,817
Harbours and Pilotage T 2,796
Marine Board 4,338
Imperial Forces Allowances .. .. 80
Local Forces 9,731
Pensions and Gratuities—Returned Soldiers 1,105
Registrar General’s Dept. Island Record Office 449
Registration of Titles Office .. 1,369
Government Printing Office .. 13,934
Board of Supervision 5
Department of Science and Agriculture 32,853
Agricultural Loan Societies Board .. 1,375
Subventions . .  52,417
Miscellaneous 61,920
Railway 84,636
Public Works Department . .  57,778
Public Works, Annually Recurrent .. 282,937
Public Works, Extraordinary .. 10?,539
£1,521,767
JAMAICA.
No. 15 — 1928.
[L.S.]
I assent,
R. E. Stubbs,
Governor.
4th May, 1928.
A LAW further to amend the Land Surveyors Law, 1894.
[4th May, 1928.]
BE it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of Jamaica as follows:—
1—This Law may be cited as the Land Surveyors short Title. 
Further Amendment Law, 1928, and shall be read and 
construed as one with the Land Surveyors Law, 1894 
(Law 31 of 1894) hereinafter called the principal Law and 
all Laws amending the same.
2—The second paragraph of Section 10 of the principal Amends section
_ . . ^  10 of the Prin-
Law is hereby repealed and the following paragraph cipai Law. 
substituted therefor:—
“  A person claiming to be entitled under this Law 
to become a Commissioned Land Surveyor by 
reason of possessing any of the qualifications 
prescribed by the Law shall apply to the Supreme
2Validates
previous
Commissions.
Court or to one of the Judges thereof in Chambers 
if the said Court is not sitting and shall on 
production to such Court or Judge of satisfactory 
evidence of his possessing such qualification be 
entitled to an order as aforesaid.”
3—Any person who before the coming into operation ol 
this Law has received a Commission as a Land Surveyor 
shall be deemed to be and always to have been a properly 
Commissioned Land Surveyor.
[No. 15.] The Land Surveyors Further Amendment Law, 1928.
JAMAICA
No. 16-1928.
I assent
[L.S.]
R. E. Stubbs, 
Governor.
7th May, 1928.
A LAW Concerning Cemeteries and Burial Grounds in the Corporate 
Area of the Kingston and St. Andrew Corporation.
[7 th May, 1928.]
BE it enacted by the Governor and the Legislative Council of Jamaica as follows:—
1—This Law may be cited as “ The Abandoned short tuw. 
Cemeteries (Kingston and St. Andrew Corporate Area)
Law 1928.”
2—In this Law unless the context otherwise requires:—  interpretation. 
“ The Corporation”  shall mean the Kingston and St.
Andrew Corporation created by Law 3 of 1923.
“ The Corporate Area”  shall mean the Corporate Area as 
defined by the Kingston and St. Andrew Corporation 
Law 1923 (Law 3 of 1923).
“ Cemetery”  shall mean any cemetery burial ground or 
place of burial within the Corporate Area whether or not 
an Order under Section 30 of Law 21 of 1874 shall have
2been made for the discontinuance of burials therein but 
shall not include any burial ground in which burials are 
confined to members of a family nor any Church Chapel or 
other place used as a place of worship nor to the yard or 
burial ground adjacent or attached to any Church Chapel 
or place of worship in actual use as Church Chapel or place 
of worship at the date of any application by the 
Corporation under Section 3 of this Law.
Law to apply to 3—Whenever burials in any cemetery shall have been
Cemetries dis- . , ,
used for 20 years, wholly discontinued for a period of 20 years it shall be 
lawful for the Corporation after giving notice of its 
intention so to do by publication in the Jamaica Gazette 
and in at least one daily Newspaper circulating within 
the Corporate Area once a week for not less than three 
months to apply to the Governor in Privy Council for 
an Order directing that the provisions of this Law shall 
apply to the cemetery mentioned and described in the said 
publication.
Governor to 4—The Governor in Privy Council after consideration
make provisional . .
order. of the application and of any objections or protest which
may be made in writing by or on behalf of any person and 
lodged at the Office of the Colonial Secretary within one 
month of the appearance of the last of the advertisements 
directed by the preceding section may make an Order 
(hereinafter called “  a Provisional Order” ) directing that 
the provisions of this Law shall apply to the said cemetery.
5—Within six months after the making of a Provisional 
Order the Corporation shall cause a Commissioned Land 
Surveyor to make an accurate survey of the said cemetery 
and to prepare a plan or diagram thereof to a scale of not 
less than 100 feet to 1 inch showing thereon the correct 
position of all tombstones or monuments distinguishing the 
same by numbers or symbols and an accurate copy of all 
legible inscriptions upon any of such tombstones or 
monuments identifying the tombstones or monuments 
upon which the same appear by the same numbers or
[No 16.] The Abandoned Cemeteries (Kingston and St. Andrew
Corporate Area) Law 1928.
Plan, &c., of 
Cemetery to be 
prepared and 
recorded.
3symbols and shall cause such plan or diagram and copy of 
inscriptions to be recorded in the Island Record Office.
6— After such plan and copy of inscriptions shall have 
been duly recorded the Corporation may submit for the 
approval of the Governor in Privy Council a Scheme for 
the use and the management of the cemetery for some 
public purpose or purposes.
7— Upon the submission of such scheme the Governor in 
Privy Council shall fix a date after which the scheme shall 
be taken into consideration by him in Privy Council and 
shall direct Notice of such Scheme and date to be 
advertised and published in such manner and served 
upon such persons as he may think fit and the Corporation 
shall cause such Notice to be advertised and published and 
served as directed.
8— After the date fixed as mentioned in the preceding 
Section hereof and upon being satisfied that the Notice has 
been published and served as directed the Governor in 
Privy Council may approve of the said Scheme with or 
without modification or may require the Corporation to 
submit another Scheme and may upon the submission of 
such other Scheme and after such Notice thereof (if any) 
as he may consider necessary approve the same with or 
without modification.
9— Upon such approval as mentioned in the preceding 
Section hereof the Governor in Privy Council may make 
an Order (hereinafter called “ a Final Order” ) vesting the 
cemetery mentioned therein in such person or body as he 
may think fit for the purposes of such Scheme as may 
have been approved as aforesaid.
10— The Governor in Privy Council shall have power 
from time to time upon the application of the Corporation 
to rescind any existing Final Order and after such Notice 
or advertisement (if any) as he may deem necessary to 
make another Final Order substituting another Scheme
The Abandoned Cemeteries (Kingston and St. Andrew [No. 16.]
Corporate Area) Law 1928.
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and vesting the cemetery in such person or body as he 
may think fit for the purposes of such new Scheme.
11— Every Final Order shall vest in the person or body 
mentioned therein the fee simple in posisession of and in 
the lands described therein as the cemetery upon trust for 
the purposes of the Scheme set out therein and such estate 
shall not be liable to defeasance except as may be 
mentioned in the Final Order or by the making of another 
Final Order under this Law.
12—  The publication in the Jamaica Gazette of a Final 
Order shall be conclusive evidence that all the provisions 
of this Law have been complied with and that the Scheme 
is one authorised by this Law.
13— Sections 30, 31 and 32 of Law 21 of 1874 are hereby 
amended by substituting the words “ parishes of Kingston 
and St. Andrew”  for the words “ parish of Kingston”  and 
the words “ said parishes”  for the words “ said parish" 
when the same occur in the said Sections.
[No. 16.] The Abandoned Cemeteries (Kingston and St. Andrew
Corporate Area) Law 1928.
JAMAICA.
No. 17-1928.
I assent
[L.S.]
R. E. Stubbs, 
Governor. 
7th May, 1928.
A LAW to amend The Kingston Public Garden Law, 1874
(Law 18 of 1874).
[7 th May, 1928.]
BE it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of Jamaica as follows:—
1—This Law may be cited as The Kingston Public Short T>tie. 
Garden Amendment Law, 1928.
2—Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in The Power to 
Kingston Public Garden Law 1874 (Law 18 of 1874) it to
shall be lawful for the Kingston and Saint Andrew 8tonp£wicDB 
Corporation at any time to construct in accordance Garden- 
with plans approved by the Governor in Privy Council 
and thereafter to maintain through and over the 
Kingston Public Garden a Road not less than 66 feet 
nor more than 150 feet wide connecting the intersection 
of King Street and South Pa rade with the intersection of 
Upper King Street and North Parade and such Road 
shallrfor all purposes be deemed to be a Parochial Road.

JAMAICA.
No. 18— 1928.
I assent,
[L.S.]
R. E. Stubbs, 
Governor. 
23rd May, 1928.
A LAW further to amend the Stamp Duty Law, 1903 
(Law 40 of 1903).
[23rd May, 1928.]
T >E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council 
of Jamaica as follows:—
1— This Law may be cited as the Stamp Duty further short t m *  
amendment Law, 1928, and shall be read and construed
as one with the Stamp Duty Law, 1903 (Law 40 of 1903) 
hereinafter referred to as the principal Law and any Laws 
amending the same.
2— Schedule B to the principal Law under the heading 
“ Exemptions from the preceding duties on receipts”  is Law40of lm  
hereby further amended by adding thereto the following
further exemption:—
“  Receipt given for or on account of any salary, pay 
or wages, or for or on account of any other like 
payment made to or for the account or benefit of
2any person, being the holder of an office or an 
employee in respect of his office or employment, 
or for or on account of money paid in respect of 
any pension, superannuation allowance, com­
passionate allowance or other like allowance.”
[No. 18.] The Stamp Duty further amendment Law, 1928.
JAMAICA.
No. 19— 1928.
I assent,
(L.S.]
R. E. Stubbs, 
Governor.
29th May, 1928.
The Kingston and St. Andrew Building Law, 1928.
[29th M ay, 1928.]
BE it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of Jamaica as follows:—
1—This Law may be cited as The Kingston and St short Title and
. .  . * Construction.
Andrew Building Law, 1928, and this Law and the 
Kingston Building Law, 1888 (Law 5 of 1883), The 
Kingston -Building Law, 1883, Amendment Law, 1907 
(Law 24 of 1907) The Kingston Building Law, 1907 
Amendment Law 1908 and the Kingston Building Law,
1914 (Law 18 of 1914) shall be read together as one Law 
and may be cited together as “ The Kingston and St.
Andrew Building Laws 1883 to 1928.”
2—Sub-section 2 (u) of Section 1 of The Kingston Build- |ui>seotion 2 of 
ing Law 1883 Amendment Law 1907 (Law 24 of 1907) is 24ofOi907 w 
hereby amended by deleting the words “  or any such greater e '
Sub-Section 1 of 
Section 4 of Law 
24 of 1907 
•mended and 
new Sub-Seetion 
substituted.
or less area as the Governor in Privy Council may from 
time to time by Proclamation in the Jamaica Gazette 
declare’ ' and by substituting therefor “ And every other area 
within the urban and suburban wards defined and 
described in the second schedule to the Kingston and 
Saint Andrew Corporation Law, 1923, (Law 3 of 1923) 
which the Governor in Privy Council may from time to 
time by Proclamation in the Jamaica Gazette declare to 
be a business area for the purposes of this Law.
3— Sub-section 1 of Section 4 of The Kingston Building 
Law, 1883 Amendment Law, 1907 is hereby repealed and 
the following new Sub-section enacted in lieu thereof:—
“ (1) All the provisions of this Law shall extend to 
and be in force in—
(a) the business area, and
(b) subject to any special or general modifications,
exceptions or limitations herein contained, or 
which the Building Authority may from time 
to time on a Resolution approved of by the 
Governor in Privy Council prescribe to all 
such areas within the urban and suburban 
Wards as defined and described in the second 
Schedule to the Kingston and St. Andrew 
Corporation Law (Law 3 of 1923) as the 
Governor in Privy Council may from time to 
time by Proclamation in the Jamaica Gazette 
prescribe: Provided that until the issue of the 
first of such Proclamations the provisions of 
this Law shall extend to and be in force 
throughout the whole of the area of the said 
urban and suburban Wards.”
[No. 19.1 The Kingston and St. Andrew Building Law, 1928.
JAMAICA.
No. 20— 1928.
1 assent,
[L.S.J
R. E. Stubbs,
Governor.
27th November, 1928.
A LAW to amend the Jury Law, 1898 (Law 13 of 1898).
[29th November, 1928.]
BE it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of Jamaica as follows:—
1—This Law may be cited as the Jury Law Amendment short Title 
Law, 1928, and shall be construed with the Jury Law, 1898 
(Law 13 of 1898), hereinafter referred to as the principal 
Law and any amending Law.
2—Section 19 of the principal Law is hereby amended of
by striking out the words "thirty-tw o Jurors for each Law 13of 1898 
Circuit Court”  appearing in the third line of the section 
and substituting therefor the following words:— “  Fifty 
Jurors for the Circuit Court held for the parishes of 
Kingston and St. Andrew, and thirty-six Jurors for all 
other Circuit Courts.”

JAMAICA.
No. 21— 1928.
[L.S.]
I assent,
R. E. Stubbs , 
Governor.
30th November, 1928.
A LAW to amend the Income Tax Law, 1919 (Law 24 of 1919).
[ls£ January, 1929.]
BE it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of Jamaica, as follows:—
1—This Law may be cited as the Income Tax Amend- short Title, 
ment Law, 1928, and shall be construed as one with the 
Income Tax Law, 1919 (Law 24 of 1919), hereinafter 
referred to as the principal Law and all Laws amending 
and incorporated with that Law, and this Law and the 
principal Law and all Laws amending or incorporated 
with that Law may he cited together as the Income Tax 
Laws, 1919-1928.
2—Section 8  (1) of the principal Law is hereby amended Amendment of 
by striking out the figures “ £100”  appearing in the third Law 24 0/ 1919. 
line of the said section and substituting therefor the figures 
“ £300” and by striking out the figures “ £100”  appearing 
in the fifth line and substituting therefor the figures “  £300.”
2 [No. 21.] The Income Tax Amendment Law, 1928.
Amendment of 
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Law 24 of 1919.
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Law 24 of 1919.
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Amendment of 
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Law 24 of 1919.
Repeal of 
section 23 of 
Law 24 of 1919 
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tion of new 
section therefor.
3— Subsection (2) of section 8 of the principal Law as 
amended by section 5 of the Income Tax Amendment Law, 
1920 (Law 39 of 1920) and as amended by section 
3 of the Income Tax Amendment Law, 1921, 
(Law 21 of 1921) is hereby amended by deleting the 
words “ one hundred”  in the first and second lines and 
substituting therefor the words “ three hundred”  and by 
deleting the word “ ten’ ’ appearing in the 9th line and 
substituting therefor the word “ twenty. ”
4— Subsection (3) of section 8 of the principal Law as 
amended by section 6 of the Income Tax Amendment 
Law, 1920, (Law 39 of 1920) is hereby amended by deleting 
the words “ one hundred”  appearing in the first and second 
lines and substituting therefor the words “ three hundred”  
and by deleting the word “ twenty”  appearing in the 
7th line and substituting therefor the word “ fifty .”
5— Subsection (a) of section 12 of the principal Law is 
hereby amended by deleting the words “ one hundred”  
appearing in the second line and substituting therefor the 
words “ three hundred.”
6— Subsection 3 (a) of section 19 of the principal Law 
is hereby amended by deleting the figures “ £100” appearing 
in the ninth line and substituting therefor the figures 
“ £300.”
7— Section 23 of the principal Law is hereby repealed 
and the following section substituted therefor:—
“ 23— (1) The Assessment Committee shall cause 
to be served personally on, or sent by registered post 
to each person whose name appears on the assessment 
list, a notice addressed to him at his usual place of 
abode or business, stating the amount at which he is 
assessed and the amount of tax payable by him, and 
informing him of his right under subsection (3) of 
this section.
(2) In the case of a person assessed who is absent 
from the Island any notice required may be served on 
the agent of such person and such service shall be 
deemed to be service on such person.
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(3) If any person disputes the assessment he may 
'apply to the Assessment Committee, by notice of 
•objection in writing, to review and to revise the 
assessment made upon him. Such application shall 
state precisely the grounds of his objections to the 
assessment and shall be made within thirty days from 
the date of the service of the notice of assessment, 
provided that the Assessment Committee, upon being 
satisfied that owing to absence from the Island, sickness 
or other reasonable cause, the person disputing the 
assessment was prevented from making the application 
within such period, shall extend the period as may be 
reasonable in the circumstances.
(4) On the receipt of the notice of objection 
referred to in subsection (3) of this section, the 
Assessment Committee may require the person giving 
the notice of objection to furnish such particulars as 
the Assessment Committee may deem necessary with 
respect to the income of the person assessed and to 
produce all books or other documents in his custody 
or under his control relating to such income.
(5) In the event of any person assessed, who has 
objected to an assessment made upon him, agreeing 
with the Assessment Committee as to the amount at 
which he is liable to be assessed, the assessment shall 
be amended accordingly, and notice of the tax payable 
shall be served upon such person: Provided always 
that in the event of any person who, under subsection
(3) of this section has applied to the Assessment 
Committee for a revision of the assessment made upon 
him failing to agree with the Assessment Committee 
as to the amount at which he is liable to be assessed, 
his right of an appeal to a Judge in Chambers under 
the provisions of this Law against the assessment 
made upon him, shall remain unimpaired."
8—Section 24 of the principal Law is hereby repealed 
-and the following section substituted therefor:—
“ 24— (1) Any person who, being aggrieved by 
an assessment made upon him, has failed to agree 
with the Assessment Committee in the manner provided
Repeal of 
section 24 of 
Law 24 of 1919 
and substitu­
tion of new 
seotion therefor.
4 [No. 21.] The Income Tax Amendment Law, 1928.
in subsection (5) of the preceding section may appeal! 
against the assessment to a Judge in Chambers within? 
thirty days from the date of the refusal of the Assess­
ment Committee to amend the assessment as desired t 
Provided that, notwithstanding the lapse of such 
period of thirty days, any person may appeal against 
the said assessment if he shows to the satisfaction o r  
a Judge in Chambers that, owing to absence from the- 
Island, sickness, or other reasonable cause he was- 
prevented from giving notice of appeal within such 
period, and that there has been no unreasonable delay 
on his part. Such appeal shall be by Summons and 
evidence shall be received at the hearing if tendered.
(2) Seven clear days’ notice shall, unless rules; 
made hereunder otherwise provide, be given to the- 
Assessment Committee of the date fixed for the- 
hearing of the appeal.
(3) The onus of proving that the assessment 
complained of is excessive shall be on the appellant..
(4) If the Judge in Chambers is satisfied that the- 
appellant is overcharged he may reduce the amount. 
of the assessment by the amount of the overcharge, 
and if he is satisfied that the appellant is undercharged: 
he may increase the amount of the assessment by the- 
amount of the undercharge.
(5) All appeals shall be heard in camera, unless, 
the Judge shall, on the application of the appellant,, 
otherwise direct.
(6) The cost of the appeal shall be in the dis­
cretion of the Judge hearing the appeal and shall be- 
a sum fixed by the Judge.
(7) The decision of the Judge hearing the appeal 
shall be final; provided that the Judge hearing such 
appeal may, if he so desires, and shall, on the appli­
cation of the appellant or of the Assessment Committee,, 
state a case on a question of Law for the opinion of the- 
Full Court.
(8) The Chief Justice may with the concurrence 
of the Puisne Judges make rules governing such 
appeals and appointing places for the hearing of such 
appeals. ”
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9— Section 3 of Law 39 of 1920, the Income Tax Amend­
ment Law, 1920, is hereby amended by striking out the 
figure “ (3 )”  and all words appearing after the word 
"Island”  in the tenth line of the section.
10— Sections 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 of this Law shall not apply 
to any income derived or received prior to the first day of 
January one thousand nine hundred and twenty-eight.
11— This Law shall come into operation on the first day 
of January one thousand nine hundred and twenty-nine.
o
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JAMAICA.
No. 22— 1928.
I assent,
[L.S.]
R. E. Stubbs, 
Governor.
30th November, 1928.
A LAW to Allow and Confirm Certain Expenditure incurred in 
the Financial Year 1927-1928.
[6th December, 1928.]
WHEREAS expenditure was necessarily incurred during Preamble.the Financial Year 1927-1928, on certain services 
not provided for by Law 20 of 1927.
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council 
of Jamaica as follows:—
1—This Law may be cited as the Supplementary short Title. 
Appropriation (1927-1928) Law, 1928.
2—The expenditure during the Financial Year, Amoun‘  author- 
1927-1928 to the amount of Eighty-eight Thousand and y^.forfinancial 
Thirty Pounds, One Shilling and Three Pence on certain 
services set forth in the Schedule to this Law and not 
provided for or not fully provided for by Law 20 of 1927 
is hereby allowed and confirmed.
2 [No. 22.] The Supplementary Appropriation (1927-1928) Law, 1928^
SCHEDULE.
£ s. d.
II. Pensions 2,140 11 5
X IX . Kingston Court .. 42 3 5
X X II. Medical, General Administration 
X X X III. Pensions and Gratuities Returned
1,343 17 3
Soldiers 21 8 4
XXXV . Registration of Titles Office 69 9 2
X XXVI. Government Printing Office 2 7 2
XL. Subventions 845 7 8
X U . Miscellaneous 4,629 0 8 i
XLII. Railway 28,600 17
XLV. Public Works Extraordinary 50,334 19 0
£88,030 1 3
JAMAICA.
No. 23— 1928.
[L.S.]
I assent.
R . E. Stubbs,
Governor.
7th December, 1928.
A LAW to amend the Dangerous Drugs Law, 1924.
[13£/i December, 1928.]
BE it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of Jamaica, as follows:—
1—This Law may be cited as the Dangerous Drugs Law short Title. 
Amendment Law, 1928, and shall be construed with the 
Dangerous Drugs Law, 1924 (Law 40 of 1924) hereinafter 
referred to as the principal Law.
2—Section 16 of the principal Law is hereby amended Amendment. . of Section 16
by inserting— of Law 40 of
1924a
(a) in the second line after the word “  any”  the 
word “ ganga;”
(b) in the eleventh line after the word “  any”  the 
word “  ganga;”
2 [No. 23] The Dangerous Drugs Law Amendment Law, 1928.
(c) in the sixteenth line after the word “  any" the 
words “ ganga or” .
Amendment 
of Seotkm 17 
of Law 40 of 
1924.
3—Section 17 of the principal Law is hereby amended 
by inserting after the word “  any”  in the third line the 
word "ganga” .
JAMAICA.
No. 24— 1928.
I assent,
ijL.S.|
R. E. Stubbs,
Governor.
7th December, 1928.
A  LAW to amend the Petroleum and Oil Fuel (Landing and 
Storage) Law 1925 (Law 22 of 1925).
' 13th December, 1928.)
T IE  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative 
Council of Jamaica as follows:—
1— This Law may be cited as the Petroleum and Oil shortTitl«- 
Fuel (landing and storage) Amendment Law, 1928, and
ahall be read and construed as one with the Petroleum and 
Oil Fuel (landing and storage) Law 1925, hereinafter 
referred to as the principal Law.
2— Section 1 of the principal Law is hereby amended
by deleting all words between and including the word 22 of 1925 
“ the”  in the twentieth line and the word "made”  in the 
twenty-fourth line and substituting therefor the 
following :—
“ The term “ a store for oil fuel”  means any area 
specially appointed by the Governor for the storage
Amendment of 
section 17 (1) 
of Law 22 of 
1925.
of oil fuel in bulk, and includes all ships, vessels, 
hulks, tanks, sheds, and other buildings moored in or 
erected on the area in accordance with plans to be 
submitted and approved under any regulations 
made.”
3—Section 17 (1) of the principal Law is hereby amended 
by adding the following sub-paragraph thereto:—
“ (c) to make regulations to govern the storage 
of oil fuel in any ship, vessel or hulk or the place 
in any harbour of the Island where any ship, vessel 
or hulk containing oil fuel shall be moored or 
stationed or the period for which any ship, vessel 
or hulk containing oil fuel shall be moored or stationed 
in any harbour of the Island.”
[No. 24] The Petroleum and Oil Fuel (landing and storage) Amendment
Law, 1928.
JAMAICA.
No. 25— 1928.
I assent,
[L.S.]
R. E. Stubbs,
Governor.
7th December, 1928.
A LAW to provide for Grants and Loans for Public Water
Supplies.
113th December, 1928. J
"l^THEREAS it is desirable that assistance should be Preamble.
* * afforded to Parochial Boards by way of loans or 
grants or both to enable such Boards to establish or 
effect improvements in public water supplies, and with 
this end in view that a sum of money should be set aside 
out of the General Revenue and Assets of the Colony to 
form a fund out of which such grants or loans or both 
may be made.
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council 
of Jamaica as follows:—
1—This Law may be cited as the Public Water short Title. 
Supplies Fund Law, 1928.
2 [No. 25] The Public Water Supplies Fund Law, 1928.
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2— The Governor is hereby authorised to direct by" 
warrant under his hand the transfer from the General' 
Revenue and Assets of the Colony of such sum or sums 
as may to him seem necessary or advisable but not 
exceeding in the aggregate fifty thousand pounds to a. 
fund to be called the Parochial Water Supplies Fund.
3— The said Parochial Water Supplies Fund shall be 
used for the purpose of making grants or loans to 
Parochial Boards for the establishment or improvement 
of public water supplies in the parishes of this Island.
4— It shall be lawful for the Governor in Privy Council' 
to make grants or loans to Parochial Boards for the pur­
poses of this Law from the said Public Water Supplies. 
Fund : subject to such terms and conditions, as he shall, 
determine.
5— The interest on loans and the amount of any- 
loan repaid or any amount repaid on account of a loart 
shall be carried to the credit of the fund.
6—  If at any time the amount of credit of the fund 
shall fall below ten thousand pounds, the Governor may, 
with the sanction of the Legislative Council, direct the- 
transfer to the fund from the General Revenue and 
Assets of the Colony of such further sum or sums as the- 
Legislative Council may from time to time approve.
7— A statement showing the grants and loans made- 
during each financial year and showing also the balance- 
at the credit of the Public Water Supplies Fund at the- 
close of such year shall be furnished to the Legislative; 
Council.
JAMAICA.
No. 26— 1928.
IL.S.1
I assent,
R. E. Stubbs,
Governor.
7th December, 1928.
A LAW to provide for the Repatriation of Destitute Immigrants 
from certain West Indian Colonies.
[The date of any Proclamation issued by the~l Governor bringing the Law into operation. J
BE it enacted by the Governor and the Legislative Council of Jamaica as follows:—
1—This Law may be cited as t ie  Repatriation of short Title. 
Destitute West Indian Immigrants Law, 1928.
2—The Governor in Privy Council may if he thinks 
fit order the repatriation of any immigrant who— in Privy
Council.
(a) was born in any of the Colonies enumerated 
in the schedule to this Law; and
(b) has within three years of his arrival in this 
Island become an inmate of any Hospital,
Asylum, Poor House or other Institution 
maintained out of Public or Parochial funds 
of this Island or has become otherwise a
2Departure of 
immigrant from 
Island.
Punishment.
Arrest.
Prima facie 
proof.
Expenses of 
repatriation.
Addition 
to schedule
charge on this Island or is unable to support 
himself or obtain support other than from 
Public or Parochial funds or from a Charitable 
Institution.
3— Any immigrant in respect to whom such an Order is 
made shall leave this Island forthwith' or within the time, 
if any, specified in the Order.
4— If any person in respect to whom such an Order is 
made is at any time found in this Island in contravention 
of the said Order he shall be guilty of an offence against 
this Law and shall on summary conviction before a 
Resident Magistrate or two Justices of the Peace be liable 
to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds and in default of 
payment shall be liable to be imprisoned for any term 
not exceeding three months with or without hard labour.
5— Any immigrant so ordered to be repatriated may by 
the direction of the Governor be arrested without a 
warrant by any constable and kept in custody until he 
can in the opinion of the Governor be placed on board a 
vessel about to leave this Island for the place of his birth 
and whilst in such custody and until such vessel leaves 
the Island he shah be deemed to be in lawful custody.
6— In any proceeding against an immigrant in respect of 
a contravention of the Order, the Order shall be prima 
facie evidence of the fact that the Order was made 
within three years of the immigrant’s arrival in the 
Colony.
7— It shall be lawful for the'Governor subject to such 
terms and conditions as he may impose to direct the 
Treasurer to pay out of the General Revenue of this 
Island in respect of any immigrant ordered to be 
repatriated such amount as may be necessary to defray 
the expenses of or incidental to the repatriation of such 
immigrant.
8— It shall be lawful for the Governor in Privy Council 
to add to the said schedule herein the names of other
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West Indian Colonies provided such Colonies are willing 
and agree to legislate similarly in regard to destitute 
West Indian immigrants. In the event of such other 
West Indian Colonies being added to the said schedule 
the provisions of this Law shall apply to the immigrants 
from such Colonies.
9— The word “ immigrant”  in this Law shall mean a 
person born in any of the Colonies set out in or added 
to the schedule to this Law.
10— This Law shall not come into operation until the 
Governor notifies by proclamation published in the Jamaica 
Gazette that it is His Majesty’s pleasure not to disallow 
the same and thereafter it shall come into operation on 
such day as the Governor shall notify by the same or any 
other proclamation.
S c h e d u l e .
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JAMAICA.
No. 27—1928.
I assent,
[L.S.]
R. E . Stubbs,
Governor.
7th January, 1929.
A LAW to amend the Sale of Drugs and Poisons Law, 1926.
[10$ January, 1929.]
B E it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of Jamaica as follows:—
1—This Law may be cited as the Sale of Drugs and short Title. 
Poisons Law, 1926, Amendment Law, 1928, and shall be 
read and construed as one with the Sale of Drugs and 
Poisons Law, 1926, hereinafter referred to as the principal 
Law.
2—Section 25 of the principal Law is hereby amended ^“*.nd“ !nt °f_• _  iii * i  i  . . . .  oection 2 5  of Lawby inserting the words or Deputy Island Chemist 20 of 1926. 
immediately after the words “ Island Chemist”  wherever 
the said words “ Island Chemist”  shall appear in the 
said section.
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JAMAICA.
No. 28— 1928.
[L.S.]
I assent.
R. E . Stubbs,
Governor.
7th January, 1929.
A LAW to provide for an additional Pension to Charles 
Herman Vidal Hall, I.S.O., formerly Senior Collector of Taxes 
of the Island of Jamaica.
flOi/i January, 1929.]
W HEREAS by Resolution of the Legislative Council Preamble.passed on the twenty-second day of November, 
one thousand nine hundred and twenty-eight leave was 
given to introduce a Bill to enable Charles Herman Vidal 
Hall, I.S.O., formerly Senior Collector of Taxes to be 
granted an additional pension at the rate of thirty-eight 
pounds nineteen shillings and sixpence per annum as from 
the date of his retirement from the Public Service of this 
Colony:
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council 
of Jamaica as follows:—
1—This Law may be cited as the Pension Provision short Title. 
(Charles Herman Vidal Hall) Law, 1928.
2 [No. 28-1 The Pension Provision (Charles Herman Vidal Hall) Law, 1928.
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2—Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in any 
Law contained the said Charles Herman Vidal Hall shall 
be entitled to be paid an additional pension of thirty - 
eight pounds nineteen shillings and sixpence per annum 
from the date of his retirement from the Public Service o f 
this Colony: Provided that such pension shall be deemed 
to be a pension granted under the Pensions Laws (Law 34 
of 1885 and Law 24 of 1904) and shall be subject to the 
provisions of the said Laws and the regulations made; 
thereunder.
JAMAICA.
No. 29— 1928.
I assent,
FL.S.J
R . E. Stubbs,
Governor.
7th January, 1929.
The Kingston and Saint Andrew Water Supply (Iron, 
Plantain and Ginger Rivers) Law, 1928.
[The day of the date of any Proclamation notifying that~1 His Majesty will not exercise his powers of disallowance. J
BE it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of Jamaica as follows:—
1—This Law may be cited as the Kingston and Saint short Title. 
Andrew Water Supply (Iron, Plantain and Ginger Rivers)
Law, 1928.
2—The Kingston and Saint Andrew Corporation, 
hereinafter called the Corporation, may establish and construct dam* 
construct across the Iron River and/or the Plantain g“d other work*j 
River and/or the Ginger River at such places as the 
Corporation may select, dams and such other works as 
the Corporation may deem necessary for the purpose of 
obtaining an additional water supply for the parishes of 
Kingston and Saint Andrew, and the Corporation may 
lay out, maintain and establish such dams, reservoirs, 
pipes, machinery and other works as the Corporation may 
deem advisable and may take, collect, use, divert and
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distribute so much as the Corporation may from time to 
time require of the waters of the Iron River and/or the 
Plantain River and/or Ginger River and their tributaries: 
Provided that the Corporation shall not during the 
months of January, February, July, August and 
September in any year take or divert from the said rivers 
any water in excess of five million gallons per day.
3— (1) The Corporation shall have power, either com­
pulsorily or by agreement, to enter upon any lands and 
hereditaments and to acquire such lands and heredita­
ments and to acquire any rights and easements in, over, 
or upon such lands whether situate within or without the 
parishes of Kingston and Saint Andrew for any of the 
purposes of this Law.
(2) Any land, hereditaments, right or easement 
required for any of the purposes of this Law may be 
acquired under the Lands Clauses Law, 1872, or any Law 
passed in amendment thereof or in substitution therefor 
and the said Law is incorporated with this Law save and 
except sections 10, 11, 84, 88, 90, 91, 92, 93, 101, 104 
and 105.
(3) The Corporation may in acquiring any easement, 
covenant and agree with any person from whom such 
easement may be acquired that the Corporation will pay 
all future damage when and as such damage may from 
time to time be occasioned by the exercise of any of 
the rights conferred by this Law, and in cases where no 
agreement shall be come to as to the compensation to 
be paid for any easement, the Corporation shall be 
entitled to have such compensation assessed on the 
assumption or basis that the Corporation will enter into 
the covenant or agreement hereinbefore mentioned.
(4) All lands, hereditaments, rights and easements 
acquired by the Corporation fcr the purposes of this 
Law shall be conveyed to or vested in the Colonial 
Secretary of Jamaica.
(5) Any superfluous lands not required for the purposes 
of the undertaking may be sold by the Corporation and 
shall be conveyed by the Colonial Secretary to such
"5'Ae Kingston and Saint Andrew Water Supply (Iron,
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persons and in such manner as the Corporation may 
■direct.
4—The Corporation shall, subject to both the provisoes 
in this section contained, make to the owners and occupiers 
and other parties interested in any lands compensation 
for damage sustained by such owners, occupiers and other 
parties in respect of such lands by reason of the exercise 
of the powers vested in the Corporation by section 2 of 
this Law. Such compensation shall be ascertained and 
determined in the manner provided by the Lands Clauses 
Law, 1872 (Law 26 of 1872) for determining questions of 
compensation with regard to land purchased or taken 
under the provisions thereof and for the purposes of this 
Law diminution in the water of the Iron River and/or the 
Plantain River and/or the Ginger River shall subject to the 
-said provisoes be deemed to be damage for which compensa­
tion may be made or assessed under the said Law 26 of 1872: 
Provided that no compensation shall in any case be made to 
any such owners, occupiers or other parties without proof by 
them that actual and appreciable pecuniaiy damage in 
respect of such lands has been caused to such owners, 
occupiers and other parties by reason of the exercise of 
the powers vested in the Corporation by section 2 of this 
Law and provided also that no claim for compensation 
for damage sustained shall in any case be allowed unless 
the same is sued for within two years from the time when 
the damage complained of resulted.
5 —None of the powers conferred upon the Corporation 
by the preceding sections of this Law shall be exercised 
unless and until the Governor in Privy Council has by 
order in Privy Council approved of the exercise of all or 
any of such powers,
6 —This Law shall not come into operation unless and 
until the Governor notifies by Proclamation published in 
the Jamaica Gazette that it is His Majesty’s pleasure not 
to disallow the same and thereafter it shall come into 
operation on such day as the Governor shall notify by 
the same or any other Proclamation.
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